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Asia-Pacific Genetics Seminar Series
Genomics Aotearoa will be hosting the Asia-Pacific Genetics Seminar series. 
 
The first seminar will be given by Dr. Tomoko Ohta, Professor Emerita,
National Institute of Genetics, Japan, who will discuss Near-Neutrality,
Epigenetics and Transposable Elements on Tuesday 24 May 4-5 pm New
Zealand time (1-2 pm Japan time). Please register for this zoom seminar at
https://otago.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_T026tin3QAeB3NmMhryvAg. 
 
We welcome your sharing this invitation with colleagues. 
 
Read more about the series in the News section of our website.

Genome: Science of Life at Otago Museum
The GA-sponsored Genome: Science of
Life exhibition kicked off at the Tūhura Otago
Museum on Monday May 2 and runs until Friday
May 27. Please recommend the exhibition to
colleagues and friends who may be visiting
Dunedin. Admission is free. Peter Dearden gives
us a whirlwind tour of the exhibition in this
YouTube video.

https://mailchi.mp/fa96b90dbb7b/april-newsletter-16100119?e=[UNIQID]
https://otago.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_T026tin3QAeB3NmMhryvAg
https://otagomuseum.nz/whats-on/genome-science-of-life
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5nkb67jM5J4


The exhibition features fascinating examples of research, illustrated with
augmented reality and large-scale digital imagery. A genomic perspective on
COVID-19 in New Zealand, and the work of GA researchers are highlights.
Radio New Zealand featured the exhibition, with Peter Dearden also discussing
genomics in general in the interview. 
 
The museum has several other interesting events and exhibitions running
throughout May.

See you there - Genomics Aotearoa Annual
Meeting

Preparations are gearing up for the Genomics Aotearoa annual meeting on
Tuesday June 28 in Dunedin. If you are travelling to Dunedin for the meeting,
please join us for dinner on Monday June 27 at Otago Museum with a reprise of
our Genome: Science of Life exhibition. 
 
You should have received a registration link. If, not, please contact Jess
McLean to register. 

Indigenous Genomics Platform
The Indigenous Genomics Platform (IGP) is a dedicated fund set up by
Genomics Aotearoa that supports research of direct benefit to Māori within our
health, environment, and primary production themes. 
 
Currently we are reviewing submissions and will be announcing recipients
within the month. It has been gratifying to see the high standard of submissions
and we are pleased to provide this financial support to further Māori research in
genomics.

Genomics Aotearoa YouTube Channel

Genomics Aotearoa YouTube Channel

https://www.rnz.co.nz/national/programmes/afternoons/audio/2018839980/genome-science-of-life-exhibition-to-launch
https://otagomuseum.nz/whats-on/
mailto:jess.mclean@otago.ac.nz?subject=Annual%20Meeting%20registration
https://mailchi.mp/fa96b90dbb7b/%C2%A0https://youtu.be/sDuz0hZs32M
https://mailchi.mp/fa96b90dbb7b/%C2%A0https://youtu.be/sDuz0hZs32M


Jess McLean administers our YouTube Channel . Jess is currently focusing on
adding our past seminars. We welcome suggestions for linking to content that
aligns with Genomics Aotearoa's vision, and that our community would find
useful. Please contact Jess with suggestions. 
 
Jess has uploaded past seminars by Maren Wellenreuther, Libby Liggins,
Sergei Koren, Neil Gemmell, Eddy Dowle, Mik Black, Emily Koot, Maja
Adamska, Travis Glare, Nathan Kenny, Tom Oosting, Joep de Ligt. And finally,
the fascinating seminar by Alice Roberts. 

Genomics Aotearoa Seminar Series
The planned April 22 seminar from Richard Espley and Chen Wu, Plant and
Food Research, was postponed due to the extended Easter/ANZAC breaks.
Richard and Chen will be discussing the Bilberry genome assembly at the July
15 seminar.  
 
On May 6 Nic Rawlence, Director of Otago's Paleogenetics
Laboratory discussed how palaeogenomics is illuminating our understanding of
Aotearoa's prehistoric biodiversity. If you'd like a video of Nic's talk, please
email us for a copy, as this talk will not be uploaded to our YouTube channel. 
 
Thierry Lints from the University of Auckland will be talking about genomics in
education on May 20, and on June 3 Gert Jan Jeunen from the University of
Otago will discuss using eDNA to examine marine biogeographical patterns
and trophic interactions in Antarctica. 
  
Please let us know if you have suggestions for future presenters or topics.

Upcoming Training Staff Changes
Farewell to Ngoni 
After more than three years with the team, our
Training Coordinator Dr Ngoni Faya will be
leaving Genomics Aotearoa at the end of May. As
many of you will know, Ngoni did a fantastic job
of establishing the GA training programme back
in 2019, delivering one of the first-ever (in the
world) Genomics Data Carpentry workshops
using a beta version of the Carpentries material.

mailto:jess.mclean@otago.ac.nz?subject=YouTube%20suggestion
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MibnHfmehNo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xf3jTtApQy8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2tOUQFhNlE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4y62Pa4b28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSCMQENwm1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQw3OjQl-NM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2IAMKC9z4tc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=76dHZG6aoK8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAWeJV6kuPw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vh3LDgbq1AU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0eLUEN6QaxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZcbXfrY774
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sDuz0hZs32M
mailto:genomicsaotearoa@otago.ac.nz?subject=copy%20of%20Nic%20Rawlence%27s%20seminar%20video
mailto:genomics.aotearoa@otago.ac.nz?subject=Seminar%20presenter%20suggestion


Since then Ngoni has worked closely with the GA
and NeSI training teams to deliver a huge
number of in-person and online training sessions
- more 50 workshops which been delivered to
over 1000 attendees. We know that Ngoni's
efforts have been hugely helpful to many
researchers, and the GA and wider genomics
community are extremely appreciative of his
contributions. We will miss you Ngoni, and wish
you all the best in your future adventures!

Welcome to Tyler 
Tyler McInnes will be GA's Training Coordinator
from late July 2022. Tyler brings a wealth of
diverse bioinformatics experience to his role.
Tyler's PhD on the epigenetics of colorectal
cancer at the University of Otago had him
analysing Illumina Methylation arrays and data
from The Cancer Genome Atlas. After his PhD
Tyler worked at Otago as a researcher and
teaching fellow, analysing RNA-seq data on
Xenopus development and regeneration, and
running labs on R for data analysis, the genetics
of inbreeding, the Yeast two-hybrid system and
Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a model organism.
Tyler says "I am excited to be combining my
interests in his new role and I look forward to
meeting you all."

New To Our Website
Introducing Ben Curran, a University of Auckland
research fellow working on the Rakeiora project. 
 
Learn more about Ben here 
 
 
 

Have some news to share?

https://www.genomics-aotearoa.org.nz/projects/rakeiora-pathfinder-genomic-medicine
https://www.genomics-aotearoa.org.nz/news-and-events/bioinformaticians-precision-medicine


If you have items to share in future newsletters, please contact Monica
Gruber during Claire Grant's extended leave. 
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